
The Column of Trajan and Its Heirs:
Helical Tales, Ambiguous Trails

Of historical narrat ives, one part is historia or systematic tact-thdrni.  ": .-
other part mythos or fairy-tale, and another plasnt, or pl.rusiblc nl\  ( : : : :  :

And of rhese /r istoria is the exposit ion of ccrtain cvcnts that .rrd tru: j :  :

have occurred: Alcxander's death by trcacherously adnrinistcrci l  . lnrs. '

I laylon. And plasna deals with cvents that have not occurrcd bu( .rre . : : : .-

i lar, in the retel l ing, to real r-vents: the hypotheses oi conrtt lrc. r : : . :

nr imes. And mythos is an cxposit ion of events that have ncvcr ()c.u::- :

and are thlsc: ooet-fabricated tales.

Srxtus Eltprnrcus, Aduersos Crammaticos :6i-: /  .

Although few would deny that the Column of Trajan in his Fortrrrr
stands among the greatest of  al l  Ronran nlonuments, scholars trnl  r , '
agree on what the column represents. Placed on a high, squarc p()-
dium, once containing Trajan's ashes, and closely boxed in bv bui l i -
ings, the column rises from a laureate torus molding to the grcat clpr-
tal ,  which or iginal ly bore a gi lded bronze statue of the emperor ( t lc

3 . r ;p ls .  3 . I -3 .3 ) . r  Th is  lo f ty  s ta tue ,  mark ing  the  long ax is  o f  thc  Fo-
rum, may have been visible from the entrance, a numinous f-iqurc
mediating between earth and heaven.t The eye-catching marble col-
umn, supporting the Imperial image, is wrapped in a helical band trt-
narrative reliefs on which the fame of this monument, perhaps even ()l

Trajan himself  appears to rest.r
These reliefs consist of more than z,5or-r figures, arranged in corrr-

plex landscape and architectural settings, and include as many as I -i _i
scenes. '  Apparent ly,  they present the history of the two Dacian \ \ ' r rs
of rot-ro6 4.n.,  when Trajan gathered the province of Dacia into thc
Roman Empire, bringing much glory to himself. The artist adopted
an epic-documentary mode of histor ical  representat ion, previously de-
veloped to celebrate the deeds of conquering emperors in Roman art.

Despite the grand scale of the concept and the height of  the colunrn.
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92 Visual Narratiues
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Plate j . t .  Column of  Trajan,  Rome. pcdestal  and scene 6.

the numerous, small figures were progressively difficult to see clearly,
even if the low relief surface was once elaborately painted. Neither
could they be easily comprbhended from close by, because the prox-
imity of the column to the l ibrar ies and to the Basi l ica Ulpia ( f ig.  : . r)
did not allow the viewer to step back sufficiently to gai' a consisrenr,
coherent perspective of the whole. Furthermore, the helical course of
the relief band made it practically impossible to follow the path of the
relief without losing one's place, especially as the figures became in-
distinct at the sides of the visual field. And ir was and stil l is very diffi-
cult to understand the scenes in the higher elevations of the helix

--.d***'
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Plate 3.2. Column of Trajan, Rome. East side



94 Visual Narratiues

Plate j-  j .  Column of Trajan on sestert ius
reverse.

without undergoing the most taxing gyrations, complicated by lapses
of memory, which conceal the narrative trail (ftg. l.z).'

The relative obscurity of so much of the relief, the difficulty in vis-
ually maintaining the continuity of the narrative because of the cir-
cling upward movement of the helix, and the constant separation be-
tween the viewer's experience of time and the progress of events
would seem paradoxical if the principal purpose of the reliefs was to
present the Dacian Wars in linear, chronological order. Given the sub-
stantial presence of the monument and the importance of the commis-
sion, this seeming disparity between the competence of the artist-
narrator and the apparent incompetence of the observer must be an
illusion. Yet these very explicit, elaborately detailed, and ostensibly
historical reliefs extended over hundreds of meters. If the artist did not
intend to entrap the viewer within the confines of the helix, then he
nust have provided comprehensible and sympathetic alternatives for
interpreting the reliefs, separate from the historical context. Accord-
ingly, what has been generally recognized as the most extensive work
of narrative art surviving from antiquity must be, in effect, something
more.

Gauer has emphasized the primacy of the architectural role of the
column as a free-standing form without appreciating the vectoral
course of the helical relief and its synthesis of horizontal and vertical
motion.8 Whatever the sources of the spiral band the insistent rise
complements the supportive function of the column.e Like it, the he-
lix culminates in the radiant person of Trajan Optimus Augustus (pl.

3.3),  as rhetor ic adds persuasion to argument.
The helix begins directly above the entrance to the podium on the

long axis of the Forum (f ig.  : . r) ,  al though the narrat ive i tsel f  properly
starts with the first carved forms, representing Dacian buildings, at
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In this woy the tourlifs con odmlre

the reliefs of the Column of Troion

Fig. j .z. The Column of Trajan, Rome (adapted from a
cartoon in Il Messagqero [Rome] October 7, 1958)

the  eas t  corner  (p l r .  : . r ,  3 .2 ) .R igh t  above them and in  l ine  w i th  the
eagle of Jupiter, the sign of the triumphant emperor, the artist pre-
sented Trajan for the first time (scene 6): he appears in military council
at the beginning of the campaign, facing east toward Dacia and the
rising sun. This position marks the dawn of a new era, when Trajan
stood as pacator orbis after his Dacian victory,"'a theme later extended
by an issue of aurei that display the image of the Sun God, probably
in reference to his final eastern campaign against the Parthians."
More than a century before, Augustus had similarly associated himself
with the cosmos, the sun, eastern victories, and world peace and had
expressed this program through the intimate relationship between the
Solarium Augusti and the Ara Pacis Augustae.'2 E. Buchner recently
observed that the height of the Solarium obelisk was approximately
that of the columns of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius, hardly a fortu-
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96 Visual Narratives

i tous coincidence. '3 C. J.  Simpson has also suggested that a further
connection between Augustus and Trajan was deliberately stressed: in
his opinion, the Column of Trajan was dedicated on May rz, possibly
to Mars Ultor, on the precedent of Augustus's dedication of the Tem-
ple of Mars Ultor in Rome on the same day in z B.c.r .  So i t  would
appear that neither the beginning nor the dimensions of the helix were
self-determined or self-contained but were exrernally referential be-
yond the boundaries of the historical account.

According to Pliny, the Elder, Romans placed statues of famous
men on columns to elevate them above all other mortals (l,lat. Hist.
34.12.27). Recent experimenrs have demonsrrated that there is a pref-
ercnce for upr ight structures in nremory traces. s ince vert ical i ty serves
as the integrating factor, giving an ordered structure to what other-
wise might have become an overburdened form of representation.15
At this basic level of integration, the form of the column presented it-
sel f  as a single sign, 'o the very instrument to convey honor upon
Trajan for those who sought immediate comprehension without refer-
ence necessarily to the reliefs.'? In this capacity, the column func-
t ioned as an " iconogram. " ' '  St i l l ,  when perceived ful ly as a complex
work of art, it presents a network of diverse communicational acts
that elicit responses through the repertories of images.', The helical
reliefs thus compel viewers to realize that there is a surplus of visual
expression that they are unable to analyze completely as they lose
sight of  the histor ical  t rack around in back and up above (f ig.  : . r ;  pl .
3.2).  At the same t ime they sense that there is also a surplus of con-
tent,  as more is given than the record of the Dacian Wars, however
elaborate their presentation.r" Indeed, ljmberto Eco seems almost to
have the Column of Trajan in mind when he writes:

Thus art seems ro be a way of intcrconnccting messages in ordcr to pro-
duce a text in which: \q many mcssages, on diffbrent levels and planes of
the discourse, are anbiguously organized; (b) thcse ambiguities are not re-
alized at random but follow a precise desi,gn; (c) both the normal and the
ambiguous devices within a given message exert a tofltextual pressure on
both the normal and the ambiguous devices within all others; (d) the
way in rvhich norms of a givcn systcm are offbnded by one message is
tlre same as that in which the norms of orhcr systems are offbnded by the
various messages that they pcrmit.: '

In considering the helical relief of Trajan's Column, such arnbiguities
may be discovered in two intertwined contexts: that of the "histori-
cal" narrative of the Dacian Wars, dependent on textual analogies and
patterns of reading, and that of the articulated, directional sequence of
ident i f iab le scenes ( f igr .  l . r ,  3 .3,  3.4) ,  equal ly  dependenr on modes of
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visualization. In both contexts, however much neglected in the pres-

ent scholarly literature, there exists a great, but complementary ten-

sion between the narrat ive story and the narrat ive discourse, as dist in-
guished by S. Chatman." The options for variant readings are much

more available to the viewer than to the reader of a historical text, and
the narrator is much less evident. Thr-rs, the helical reliefs oft-er an ex-

cel lent opportunity to evaluate the art ist 's solut ions to the problem of
translating his knowledge of the record into eflbctive modes of telling
his, or Trajan's, story in visual ternls while developing the symbolic
funct ion of the monument.rr

P. G. Hamberg defined the monument as a columna historiata,largely
because of his conception of the reliefs as a form of mythologized

epic, dominated by the heroic protagonist, Trajan, set within a docu-
mented historicizing framework." Such an attitude accords rvell with

the view that the Roman historiographical intention turned much
more on politics than on logic.tt Gauer, in his recent book, was care-
ful to differentiate between the historical and the political programs of
the column: to serve the cause of historical narrative the successive
scenes were grouped sequentially and episodically within the period
A.D. ror-ro6 ( f ig.  3.r) , 'o whi le the pol i t ical  program was developed
by the emphatic, repetitive representation of the units of the Roman
army, by the multiple appearances of Trajan with his officers, and by
the numinous qualities of his presence." K. Lehmann-Hartleben had
previously analyzed the formalistic artifices of the helical narrative,
those patterns of discourse or scenes that were offered in repetitive
variation; he categorized them as motifs related to (r) formal address,
(z) sacrifice, (3) building operations, (4) the treatment of embassies
and captives, (5) marches and journeys, and (6) battle."

These highly ceremonial motifs control the conrse of the relief and
collstitute a veritable epitome of the historical record, carefr.rlly
formed to maximize viewer recognit ion, al though embedded in an i l -
lusory matrix of continuity. Such a process heightens the effectiveness
of the column as a victory monument, glorifying the uirtus Traiani.l '
Indeed, the whole column r ises from a torus molding in the fbrm of a
laurel  wreath (pl .  : . r) ,  the crowning attr ibute oi the heroic tr iumpha-
tor. Precisely because these ceremonial motifs and stereotypical scenes
were systematically repeatc-d up the corlrse of the helix, from visibility
to relative invisibility, the observer couid readiiy anticipate their reap-
pearance and could recognize their symbolic content without having
to look too carefully.r"

Trajan, the hero of this dramatized mythos of victory, is revcaled as
the awesome protagonist  whose eff-ect on events is decisive, almost as

97
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FQ s.l .The Column of Trajan, Romc, southeast side, showing appearances of Trajan and the
Dacian leader, scenes 6-r48 (numbering from C. Cichorius, Die Reliefs der' fraianssi iule fBerl in
r896-r9oo]; adapted from G. B. Piranesi, Trofeo o sia magn$ca colonna rccl ide di narno [Rome r775
or 17761 pls. r-zr and S. Reinach, Rdpertoire de rel iefs grecs et romains r [Paris rgog) 332-j69

i f  i t  were he alone against the Dacians (f ig.  1.4). ' '  The great surrender

scene (scene 75) that concludes the First  Dacian War stages a dramatic

confrontation between Trajan and the Dacian chief, Decebalus, after

the paradigm establ ished by Alexander 's victory over Darius of

Persia, preserved in the Alexander Inosaic.r2 T'his scene appears on

the southeast side of the column at the halfway point in the helix, di-
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rect ly above the beginning of the spiral  ( f igt .  : . r ,  3.4).  At the same

level on the opposite side, scene 78 reiterates the message symbolically

by representing Victory inscribing the great deeds on a shield, the

clupeus uir tut is ( f ig.  : .3).  Signif icant ly,  this abstract ly composed scene

faces the Temple to the Divine Trajan (f ig.  : .1) and appears direct ly

above the most frontal of all Trajan's appearances on the column,

scene r9, readi ly vis ible to the observer ( f ig.  : .3).  However mythical

the structure of representation, the artist's conception of the relief pro-

vides not an example of contrived, revisionist history but rather his

version of the historian's obligation to reveal the truth. This unknown

master has, in effect, translated back into nonverbal, visual form the

verbal (historical) account of the largely nonverbal substance of the

Dacian'Wars.r3 He has rearranged his narrat ive in order to enhance i ts

validity and persuasiveness, relying on the representative motif to

make the truth accessible to the viewer. In so doing he followed the

course laid out by Wilhelm von Humboldt in r8zr:

The historian's task is to present what actually happened. An evcnt,
howcver, is only partially visible in the world of the senscs; thc rest has
to be added by intuition, inference, and guesswork. . The historian
must thcrefore seek the necessity of events; he must not, like the poet,
merely impose on his material the appearance of necessity. Thus
two methods have to be followed simultaneously in the approach to his-
torical truth; the first is the exact, impartial, crit ical investigation of
events; the second is the connecting of thc cvents explored and the intu-
it ive understanding of them which could not be reached by the first
means. . . . The historian worthy of his tit le must show every event as
part of a whole, or, what anounts to the same thing, must reveal the
tbrm of history per se in every cvent described. . . . An historical presen-
tation, l ike an artistic presentation, is an imitation of nature. The basis of
both is the recognition of the true form, the discovery of the necessary,
the elimination of the accidental. For it is the greatest virtue of a
work of art to reveal the inner truth of lorms which is hidden in their ac-
tual appcarance.t '

The designer of the helical reliefs must then be seen as a historian in

stone, a master in the intentional sublimation of abundantly detailed,

apparently factual information in formalized patterns. This omnipres-

ent factual detail, ranging from elements of costume to weapons to

ethnographic and topographic depict ions (p l .  3 .2) ,  has captured the at -

tention of many scholars and convinced them of the historicity of the

representations.3s No wonder, since the lavish use of realistic detail

functioned as an effbctive rhetorical device to further the i l lusion of

authenticity. (Jnfortunately, the textual record against which the his-
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: . , r ic i tv of the column rel iefs might be measured is i tsel f  uncertain be-
-'.rr.rsc the work of the principal Roman historian of this period,
( . . issir-rs I) io,  has survived only in the epitomized versions of Book
r,r . f i - { .  composed by Xiphi l inos in the eleventh century.36

\\-hatever the evidentiary value of this epitome, Dio's original text
',r'.rs u'ritten a century after the events described. Faith in either the
:csrrr:rl or the visual record must be given cautiously. Recently a
:()nrbstone was discovered at Phi l ippi  with an elaborate inscr ipt ion
.in.1 u'ell-preserved relief panel depicting the capture of Decebalus in a
:n.rnner similar to but not identical with the representation of this
. ' r 'cnt in scene r45 on the column.t t  The variat ion is sl ight and is
probably caused by different artistic treatment as well as by divergent
,rccounts. Yet even the highly detailed representations of architecture
.rnd terrain for which the column reliefs are justly famous are funda-
rrrcr] tal lv art ist ic schemes, products not only of a r ich descr ipr ive tra-
.irrron in Roman artrs but of artists rather than battlefield reporters.i'
I .  A. Richmond understood the role of the tel l ing vignete that com-
Sincd pert inent,  dramatic,  and typical  act iv i t ies of the Roman army
rhror-rgh which the relationship between cause and effect could be dis-
pl .rved against the background of great events.a"

Gombrich has observed that the very perfection of imitation in an-
cic't and Renaissance art was reached in order to achieve the end of
rntel l ig ible and convincing narrat ives.* '  Such real ist ic descr ipt ion may
bc understood as a form of narrat ive without act ion,ar part ly because
ir provides a bridge berween the known and the familiar that smooths
rhc acceptance of the histor ical  datum. Roman annal ists recognized
rhis phenomenon, and in fact this reliance on suprarealistic detail, so
otten present in Roman historical art, has been deemed a characreristic
of Roman popular culture.'3 That tendency has been lifted to a new
dcqree of significance by the great artist responsible for the design of
Trajan's Column, possibly Apol lodorus of Damascus. 'o

Although Trajan's own memoirs of the Dacian Wars do not exist, a
prestigious and especially pertinent model for them survives: caesar's
commentarii, in particular those books that narrate the events of the
t-irst years of the Gallic 

'war.n5 
M. Rambaud once criticized the ten-

dentious, self-serving character of the Commentarii, holding Caesar to
be an artful liar who reshaped the raw historical data in the form of
rhe commentarius, which purports to be unorgamzed, and then added
literary embellishments.16 Although not everyone agrees with this
negative view of Caesar's version of the truth,aT the famous expres-
sion "veni,  v idi ,  v ic i"  surely emphasizes the heroic protagonist  as

I 0 I
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master of events and frames this conceit in aphoristic, memorable
form. Similarly, the constant repetition of Caesar's name, coyly pre-

sented in the third person, resembles Trajan's frequent appearances on
the column (f igr.  : .3,  3.4, f i f ty-nine t imes in Gauer 's one hundred
scenes.tt This concentration on a single great personage or on a scene
dominated by him affects the reader/viewer as the scheme develops
patterns of convergent action around the heroic agent. Thus, the col-
umn may be understood as a permanent form of epic theater, repro-
ducing faraway things and events and bringing them closer, both spa-
tially and experientially, to an audience. That audience, in turn,
never loses sight of Trajan as he performs his leading role in a history
play with strongly biographical overtones. Such a role reinforces the
power of the emperor over the course of events then and over the ob-
server now," and displays the deeds of Trajan for all to see and
know.5"

F.-H. Mutschler has analyzed Caesar 's pract ice very thoroughly,
tabulating the noncommentary elements in the text as well as scene-
setting devices, addresses to the troops, marches, building activities,
and so on, bringing to mind Lehmann-Hartleben's thematic categories
in the design of the column.5' In both the column and the Bellum
Callicum the work begins with a geographical/topographical intro-
duction and the character of the terrain is emphasized throughout as a
precondition for action.5: Identical motifs are reiterated for their
propaganda value and because they impose a rhythmic structure on
the course of events. Caesar 's text also contains many summaries and
retrospective analyses, giving significant form to past events, while on
the column Trajan frequently looks to the left or "backward" (for ex-
ample, scenes 8, 9,  and 16) and the diagonal course of the hel ix en-
courages retrogressive movements of the viewer's eyes (f ig.  3.3).  In-
deed, Caesar 's use of the ablat ive absolute as a nondigressive but
temporally isolated form seems analogous to the employment of these
repositional motifs and accents in the helical relief."

The pace of the narrative in both works fluctuates constantly, de-
pending on the importance or complexity of the situation, for in-
stance, the treatment of Caesar 's batt le with the Nervi i  (z.r8ff . )  or the
repeated attacks on the Dacian fortresses during the Second Dacian
War (scenes IOI-rz7) .  Scene sett ing takes the form of a dramatic con-
struct, artificially contained and progressively typified through repeti-
tion, with the consequent erosion of historical content.3o Some lost
official commentary on the Dacian Wars may lie behind the master's
conception of the helix, but the relationship between Caesar's Corr-
mentarii and the column is primarily ideological.
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When Hamberg perceived the column as an epos of contemporary
history, following Lehmann-Hartleben5s and against Wickhoff's
older view that it incorporated a historical narrative of the annalistic
r)'pe,'o he emphasized Trajan's role as the central character. Yet he
did not free himself from the notion of the res gestae, that ordered list
of achievements essential to the annalistic tradition, tied to a strict
chronology and the principle of group rather than individual history.
Hamberg was stil l trapped by the apparent continuity of representa-
tron along the helical trail, which linked actions in a logical (historical)

scquence.
Gauer showed that there is a historical program, arranged not just

successively by scenes but in collections or groups of scenes that in-
corporate larger chronological units or periods in episodic form.5'
These groups contain many scenes, running over four or more bands
of relief, and although one scene and often even two or three can be
seen at once (f ig.  3.3),  none of the groups exists whol ly within a sin-
qle visual f ie ld.  Nor can the viewer readi ly comprehend the beginning
and end of one of these episodes in the absence of highly visible mark-
c'rs, such as the elements in scenes 75 and 78 in the middle of the col-
unrn, which represent descriptively and symbolically the end of the
First Dacian War. The breadth of scene 75 and certain combinations of
scenes-48- 5o, 68-7I,  8z-85-imply the circumferent ial  course of
the relief, but even in these cases mnch less than half of the actual sur-
tace of the band is readable at one t ime.

There is little doubt that the individual scenes and Gauer's groups
do function as articulated units of a historical narrative, constructed
tor ready assimilation by the mind. Anyone with extraordinary eye-
sight, great patience, and a retentive visual memory can take it all in.
But factual or historical justification is insufficient, since the audience
is too restr icted by the l imits of v is ibi l i ty.  Thus, the appeal to the eye
and the mind must have been differently conceived, if the sense and
the panegyrical tone of the relief were meant to be conveyed to the
largest and best audience possible.

The hel ix does appear to have "sides" and "corners," determined by
the alignment of the column on the central axis of the Forum and on
the podium (f ig.  : . r ;  pl .  3.r) .  This " facading" of the hel ix supports
the development of vertical, thematic correspondences among various
scenes outside of the temporal network." Conspicuous among them
are the multiple representations of fortresses in the upper third of the
column, where repetition compensates for poor visibility; the death of
Decebalus (scene r45) appears above the figure of Victory (scene 78),
the connection effected despite the nine intervening spirals through

I()3
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foreshortening; the moti f  of  the Ronran arnry crossing pontoon

bridges, in i t iat ing the major campaigns of the war,  is superimposed in

scenes 3-4, 48, and rot.  To these may be added the vert ical  axis on
the northwest, which rises from Trajan's adlocutio (a formal address to
the troops) in scene Io to the near frontality of the emperor in sceue

r9, to Victory in scene Z8 (f ig.  3.3).  Complementing these vert ical  ac-
cents, the artist has achieved a nearly complete resolution of the helix,
which actually begins on the southeast and ends on the northeast, but
from the viewer's point of sight seems to reach closure on the east,
right above Trajan's initial appearance in scene 6. Despite its abbrevi-

ated form and the reversal of the helix, the numismatic rendering of

the column (pl. : 3) shows that the spiral began and ended beneath the
front oI  Trajan's st :r tue ( facing east?)."  Indeed, the hel i r  terminates
on the coin below the emperor 's outstretched hand in harmony with
Pl i rry 's imagery of total  powcr (Panagyric 56.3).

Given the conflicting requirements of continuous narrative and
symbolic correspondence, the master of Trajan's Column invented the
hel ical  composit ion as an integrat ing medium. I ts movement is pr i -
marily diagonal, effectively distinguishing story space from discourse
space.u" The r is ing pi tch of each band br ings the upper register of the
right side of the visual field almost to the level of the center of the
next higher register at the lef t  (pl .  3.r) .  As a result ,  the viewer is en-
couraged to read right along the course of the band and at its visual
termination to look back and left to the "beginning" of the next band.
Although upper is later within the terms of the historical narrative, es-
tablished by the helix, it is now neither immediately nor congruently
later and thus the continuity of representation is broken. The master
has created an illusion of continuity that substitutes for the integrity of
story space a structure of expressive discourse whose pr incipal actor is
Trajan, the "actant" of  narrat ive ( f igs. j .3,  3.4).u '  History has been
transformed into epic romance by the interruption of the story line
with readily comprehended tableaux of lirnited dimensions, domi-
nated by typical and repetitive scenes focused on the emperor.

These tableaux map the surface of the helix, creating a series of
highly integrated spatial forms that constitute the nucleus of the sym-
bol ic,  atemporal program (f ig.  3.4).ut The dist inct ion between the l i t -
eral (annalistic) message and the symbolic content of the narrative rep-
ertory, between fact and interpretation, has been defined visually. In
this way, the master expressed the hierarchical structure of his compo-
sition and connected the analogous topoi, both ceremonial scenes and
tableaux, in glorifying Trajan.u' The operative mentality is panegyri-
cal .
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.\ distinction has thus been made between the spatial distribution of
:nci.lcnts depicted in the relief, and the order of their occurrence."'
-fhc 

nraster has imposed the former system upon the viewer, relying
uFon its significant coherence as the primary instrument of narrative
:rrnsmission.o' This processing of the historical record defines the
:cndentious connection between events and transforms them into ele-
nrcnts of a followable story, here given a highly formal, ceremonial
srructure that seems peculiarly Roman."'' The resulting mythical form
rranslates the history of the Dacian Wars into a coherent system of ap-
pcJrances, ordered by cause and effect as if the story were fiction.o'
lndeed, the thrust toward narrative anachrony,"' developed in the
countermovements produced by the helix and by the crossing patterns
rhat connect images of Trajan from one band to another ( f ig.3.a),  is
rnade possible by the tableau composition and by the prior knowledge
of the events that was possessed by the Roman public. Since the fun-
. i lnrental  connect ion among events is causal.  f ixed in Trajan, precise
location in time and space becomes less important.6'q

The scheme is eminently visible in the tight relationship between
scenes glrc and rylzo ( f ig.3.3),  which transcends the bounds of the
registers and of temporal progression. A line of sight and of action
passes from the fallen soldier in scene 9 through the figure of Trajan
immediately above him to the near-frontal image of Trajan within the
rvalls in scenes rgl20. The other side of the visual triangle at the right
complements this stable, hierarchical design, reinforced by the per-
pendicular rising from Trajan, addressing the soldiers in scene ro to
his reappearance above in scenes rglzo. The sides of this triangular
scheme have been defined sharply in order to detach scenes 9 and rcr
from each other while intensifying the framing device, as Trajan faces
first to the left and then to the right, thereby fil l ing the triangular
space with his presence. Although three distinct moments have been
defined scenically, the association is atemporal as the ensemble comes
into view as a whole and simultaneously, creating an image of ulti-
mate causality." A similar intention shapes the combination of scenes
8 ro r6 and scene r8, where the direction is reversed, pointing toward
the ceremonial event, the lustratio, which initiates the campaign. The
repetition of such combinations throughout the relief, many of them
even more elaborately developed (fig. :.+), asserts a form of "emplot-

ment"7l that further develops the mythos rather than historia of the
Dacian'Wars.

These disjunctive tendencies bring to mind certain cinematic tech-
niques, previously noted in the Column of Trajan:'2 rapid changes in
perspective, marked shifts in the density of figural populations and in

rc)5
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the quantity of detail, variations in scenic dimension and orientation,

alternations between progressively active and static segments, abrupt

leftward movements counter to the normative direction, and the em-
ployment of the quasi close-up as a focusing device. Although the use

of analogies drawn from the cinema is risky in any analysis of helical
relief, the unrolling spiral and the unrolling film do present some sim-
ilarities in composition. Perhaps most important among them are the
significant, expressive contradiction of stop-and-go movement, the
use of more detail than can be comprehended by the viewer, and the
sacrifice of scenic independence to continuity.'r Despite the sharing

of many of these features by the two mediums, the transience of the
film and the permanence of the relief interpose a fundamental distinc-
tion between them. The viewer of the column enjoys the option of
seeing it all once, again, in part or altogether, or in any way desired,
subject to the influence of the design. The artist had to limit the exer-
cise of these opt ions to tel l  h is story and to make his point.  He did so
by controlling the vagaries of detail through patterning, by anchoring
activity in well-defined, carefully framed constructions, and by keying
the flow of the strip on Trajan.'* In doing so, he converted the narra-
tive into a double system of sets, one proceeding along the helix, the
other, as a paranarrative, set in tableau form."

The pattern of the paranarrative emerges clearly from Piranesi and
others who distorted the relief in their rendering of the column by
flattening the surface, which extends the registers laterally beyond the
true bounds of visibility, and by reducing the effect of foreshortening
(fig. :.+) . Lines have been drawn to indicate those connections that es-
tablish atemporal sets or groups, made more noticeable in the original

when color was used to distinguish Trajan from the rest.76 The lower
section of the column comprises a set of seven bands from the begin-
ning of the First Campaign (scenes 4-6) to the beginning of the Sec-
ond (scenes 48-5o).  This set culminates in the f igure of Trajan in
scene Jo, which closely replicates scene I2 and is similarly turned to

the lef t .  Despite the number of bands, approximately 6.5 meters high,
the vertical relationships are clearly defined; scenes of river crossings
that end in Trajan, placed on high, define the boundaries of an episode
that is chronologically and symbolically coherent, even if the major

part of the helix is invisible.
l7ithin this larger set are two subsets, consisting of the lower four

bands (scenes 4-6 to z8-3o) and the upper four bands (scenes z8-3o

to 48-5o), with the fourth band doing double duty. That band termi-
nates the static composition of the lower subset in the scene of Trajan
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nreeting the Dacian embassy (scene z8), which, in turn, is the basis for

rhe active scenes of marching and of war in the next two bands, ulti-
rnately resolved in the triumphant figure of the emperor in scene 5o.
Less distinct groupings of scenes can be recognized, effected by simi-
larities in design and the frequency of Trajan's appearance, but they
play a greater role in establishing the unity of the helix than in pre-
sent ing the iconographic program. So, despite the importance of the
third and sixth bands, they do not form boundaries of the visual field
in the same way as the groupings of bands I-VII ,  I - IV, IV-VII ,  and
even II-V. The repetition of a patterned tableau, consisting of four

bands (or their equivalent), is important throughout because it creates
r series of panel-like compositions that rise up the column, defined by
its sides and by the ribbonedge of the registe rs.

Further up the shaft other sets of four bands come into view: the
f i rst  contains bands VII I-XI (scenes S8-ZS); the second, bands
XII-XV (scenes 8r-ror/roz).  Trajan does not appear so frequent ly in
rhis sect ion br-r t  his posi t ion is even more dominant,  marking the an-
gles of diamond- or kite-shaped compositions; the only exception oc-
curs in the great surrender scene (75), which ends the First Dacian
War and marks the midpoint of the column and its history. Here
Decebalus fil ls the right corner of the set, confronting Trajan as he
stands proudly behind his men, who kneel before the emperor.  Al-
though the artist has spared no effort in extending this magnificent
scene almost the width of the column and in making it highly visible
to spectators, looking perhaps from the upper-story windows of the
adjacent Basi l ica Ulpia ( f ig.  : . r) ,  he has also recognized the impor-
tance of vert ical  cont inui ty in his overal l  design. From below, the an-
gle of the stairs on which Decebalus stands so prominently leads the
eye diagonally to the left, to Trajan in the center of the next band,
scene 8r; that scene with its architectural frame defines the apex of the
lower set and the base of the Lrpper. As the diagnostic lines show (fig.

3.4, a vertical axis runs fron-r the equestrian figure of Trajan in scene

58 through his body in scene 8r to repeat in scene ror lroz, a highly
charged sacrificial ceremony. In this section, as in the lower groupings
of bands, there are major and minor sets, establishing well-defined
tableaux that are not totally detached from one another but, rather,
are interlocked about the Imperial person.

In the topmost sect ion ( f lg.  : .+) the height of  each register was
somewhat greater to compensate for the increasing distance from the
ground. Because of foreshortening, the visual field is here occupied by
five bands that appear even smaller than the space taken by four bands
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lower down the shaft. These tightly interlocking sets of five bands
cons is t  o f  one se t ,  con ta in ing  bands XVI I -XXI  (scenes r r4 - r4 l ) ,  and
the last set,  bands XVII I-XXII  (scenes rf i - r471r48).  In this sect ion,
the art ist  has staged the last act of  the Dacian Wars: the course of his-
tory noves from the siege of a Dacian town (rr3) to the Roman camp
(rz5),  to the siege of the Roman camp in the presence of Decebalus

Q34lt3_5),  to the subnrission of the Dacians before Trajan (r4r),  to the
pursuit  of  Decebalus (r4z),  and f inal ly to the display of his severed
head Q47lr48) as the Roman soldiers round up Dacian capt ives. This
section reads as the concluding synopsis of the war for the composi-
t ion as a whole, an elaborate coda to the themes presented more vis i-
bly below.

The existence of these synoptic tableaux and their role in dividing
the helix into coherent visual fields raise the question of models and
sources. Since the artist could not have developed his design by trial
and error on the relief itself, we must assume he used cartoons, pre-
paratory sketches, and models, which possibly influenced his con-
cept ion.TT Many scholars have looked to rhe tradi t ion of Roman
triunrphal painting, those paintings that represented rhe res gestae of
victorious campaigns in enemy territory, often with explicit detail;
such paintillgs were carried in the triumphal procession and were
frequently displayed in public after the parade." It is not known
whether these paintings took the form of ribbonlike srrips, like the he-
l ix before i t  was cur led up (see f ig.  : .2),  or that of  panels that would
be exhibited in sequence during the procession; perhaps the immediate
pictor ial  source was an i l lustrated manuscript  of  some type." Al-
though both triumphal paintings and illustrated manuscripts-histo-
ries, official records, battlefield accounts-could have provided ap-
propriate models for the helical relief, they do not survive. Potential
models do survive, however, that suggest the importance of the tab-
leau panel as a basic component in the design.

The famous Esqui l ine Tomb paint ing ( f ig.  t .z),  commemorat irrg
the Roman victory in the Second Samnite War, provides an example
of superimposed registration. Other pictorial models fall in the tradi-
t ion of chorographic represerrtat ion. appropriared by Ronran tr iunr-
phal painting as the background of campaigning, according to literary
sources.*'' The late second-century (n.c.) Nile Mosaic from Palestrina
best indicates this function in its depiction of Ptolemy II's journey up
the Nile.8' In the pseudohelical design of the mosaic, movement from
the bottom of the panel to the top signifies movement up rhe Nile in
space and time, as measured by loosely construcred topographical vi-
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Fig. l .S. Comparison between the Fl ight of Aeneas from the Tabula I l iaca Capitol ina, left ,  and the

east side of the Column of Trajan, r ight, scenes 6-35 (Column of Trajan adapted from S.

Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs gr((s et rcmains r IParis I9o9] 332-34o)

gnettes, strung out on either side of the river with a good deal of
shifting from one side to the other. Here the Nilotic landscape domi-
nates the ensemble, with the viewer taking the place of Ptolemy mov-
ing up the Nile and enjoying the changing scenery. In the column,
however, Trajan is both voyager to victory and master of the ensem-
ble, so dominant in his person that he stands for permanence in an
otherwise changing world.

A near-perfect precedent for the tableau panel can be found in the
teleological  design of the I l iupersis panel on the Tabula I l iaca (pl .  z.r) ,

especially when compared with the lower part of the column on the
southeast ( f ig.  3. i ) ."  The schematic drawing divides the I l iupersis
panel into six registers, two of which (ra and Ib, 4a and 4b) represent
motifs of destruction and flight, respectively, framing the two middle
registers. Aeneas appears in register z, receiving the household gods
from his father, Anchises, who is pursued by a Greek warrior; Aeneas
reappears in register 3, enlarged for dramatic emphasis, holding An-
chises on his shoulder and leading Ascanius by the hand as he leaves
the doomed city of Troy, guided to safety by Hermes. At the bottonl

r(]9
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Plate j .q. Arch of Septimius Severus, Rome. East facade, reconstruction of P. S. Bartol i

of the panel, in register 4, Aeneas and his family board ship to make
their escape to the West. The figure of Aeneas, repeated three times,
deflnes the course of action. As the primary acror, he is central to the
entire composition of the panel, the swing figure of register 3, almost
frontally posed in the gates of Troy. Despite the small scale o[ the
I l iupersis panel and the downward course of movemenr, the conrposi-
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Fig. j .6. Schematic rendering of thc narrat ive panels in thc Arch of Septimius Scverus, Rome
(adapted from R. Brilliant, The Arch oJ Septimius Seuerus in the Roman Forum, MAAR z9 [Rome
ry671, f ig. p. r6e)

tion closely resembles the sectional organization of Trajan's Column,
not only in the establishment of successive sequences that cross real or
irnplied bands and in the use of framing devices but also in the great
weight placed upon the principal actor as the key to the narrative.

If the Tabula Iliaca illustrates in miniature the narrative functions of
the tableau panel, a grand application of this format appears in the
great panels on the Arch of Septimius Severus in the Roman Forum
(pl.  : .+)."  These panels contain histor ical  mater ial  pertaining to Sep-
timius's victory over the Parthians at the beginning of the third cen-
tury, rnaterial that has been divided into scenes, arranged by episode,
and dominated by the figure of the emperor (fig. :.6) The Severan
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artist appears to have looked closely at the columns of Trajan and

Marcus Aurelius (fig. 3.7), then unrolled the helix in his mind and

spread the relief flat against the facade of the triumphal arch. He used

real architecture to frame the tableau panel but retained the scenic di-
visions of the columns as well as the registrated scheme of the now ir-

relevant helix. The observer began his reading of the panels (fig. 3.6)

at the bottom and followed the ostensible course of the historical nar-

rative, shifting his gaze from side to side and gradually upward, the
key to his visual path provided by the imperial presence. It is of con-

siderable interest to note that the dimensions of the Severan panel, ap-

proximately 3.9 meters high and 4.7 meters wide, closely correspond

to the calculated dimensions of the tableaux on Trajan's Column,
which can be fairly estimated to be about 4 meters in height (four

bands) and about 3 meters wide, the latter being the apparenc width of

the column when reduced by the zones of impaired visibility at the
sides. The recurrence of very structttred motifs in the Severan panels
follows the intensification of the ceremonial mode on the Aurelian
Column, revealed most clearly in the greater reliance on frontal im-

ages of the emperor. Still, one cannot say that the greater symbolic

weight of the composition adequately compensates for the greater
confusion in the visual field on the Severan panels.

This impetus to transform events into ritualized occasions influ-

enced the composition of several career and battle sarcophagi of the

late second century,8a such as the fine Pietralata sarcophagus in the
Terme (pl t .  : .J-3.7)."  A tangled scene of batt le between Romans
and barbarians fil ls the front of the sarcophagus, framed between
symbolic pairs of captives placed beneath trophies and dominated by

the rising equestrian figure of a Roman general in the center. On the

ends, complementing the paired captives in front, other barbarians are
led into captivity over a pontoon bridge at the left, a proleptic intro-
duction to the whole, and barbarians genuflect in submission on the
right, a successful conclusion to the campaign. This predella-like ar-

rangement of ends and front follows a pattern deveioped in contem-
porary mythological sarcophagi, discussed in Chapter 4. In the Pie-
tralata sarcophagus the typology of the Roman career has also been

played out on the lid in three classic scenes: the clement general at the

right, his marriage in the center, and his wife and child at the left. The
repertory constitutes the salient and ceremonial aspects of a virtuous
life as husband, father, and generous victor. The scheme rests on the

Fig. S.Z.The Column of Marcus Aurel ius, Rome (adapted from G. B. Piranasi, TroJeo

o sia magniju colonna roclide di marmolRome 1775 or t776lpl. zz)



j : .  - t .J. Pietralata batt le sarcophagus, front. Terme Museum, Rome. Photos: Deutsches Archaeologisches Inst i tut,  Rome.

P!tte j .6. Pietralata batt le sarcophagus, lef l t  end. Plate 1.7. Pietralata batt le sarcophagus, r ight cnd
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concept of victory, symbolized below, and the sculptor has made ev-
ery effbrt to connect the two levels in his composition.

The prevalence of this symbolic mode, which submerged particu-
lars into patterned signs of authority, deeply influenced the composi-
tion of this sarcophagus. Despite the elaboration of detail, the motifs
are conventional, even ready-made, since the only unJinished parts of
the sarcophagus are the heads of the Roman general and his wife,
waiting it would seem for the "right" portraits to bring them to life.
This is stereotyped drama. The forms of an official history, derived
from imperial models, wait for the actors of that history, and without
them there can be no possibility of narrative.

Even in the Column of Marcus Aurelius the role dominates the per-
son of the emperor. The Aurelian Column, now standing in the Pi-
azza Colonna in Rome, just off the Corso, was dedicated in r8o to
honor the emperor's victories in central Europe over the Germans and
Sarmatians; i t  was completed in r93, some eighty years after the Col-
umn of Trajan, which served as the pr ime model ( f ig.  l .Z).- 'Rising
above a base, now lost,  which resembled a sarcophagus front,"  the
Aurelian Column closely follows its model, but the number of spiral
bands has been reduced from twenty-two to twenty, the pitch of the
helix is steeper, and the carving is deeper, enhancing visibility. The
Aurel ian Column exhibi ts a comparable histor ic i ty in i ts presenrat ior l
of  the events of the German and Marcomannic Wars of the early r7os,
although the number of scenes has been reduced." Still, the figure of
Marcus Aurelius appears more frequently. sixty-two rimes as opposed
to fifty-nine for Trajan; the distribution is significant, because Marcus
appears thirty-six times befbre Victory, marking the end of the first
war, and only twenty-six times thereafter, when he would be less vis-
ible. The Aurelian Column has many more ceremonial scenes and
many fewer connectives, lessening the value of the tableau composi-
tion but strengthening the development of strong vertical accents,
as the viewer's eye moves upward fronr one Imperial ceremony to
the next.  Scenes of batt le,  the taking of capt ives, and acts of c le-
mency-the Pietralata repertory (pls.  3.  j -3 .7)-appear more fre-
quently on the bottom half of the Aurelian Column, where the em-
peror can more readily dominate the composition. For the same
reason, the more purely ceremonial scenes, such as advent, address,
and the departure fbr war are nlore common at the higher levels,
where the simple organization of the hierarchical composition made
the emperor stand out."

I t  was easier to see the Aurel ian Column because the monument
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rvas located in the center of a large, open square, lying between the

\-ia Flaminia and the Temple of the Divine Marcus."' For this reason,

rhc beginning of the helix, the first appearance of the emperor, and

rhc figure of Victory all occur on the northeast side, facing the Via

Flaminia, and there engage the greatest public attention. Scholars have

long recognized the greater effect oI the disposition of scenes on the

.\urelian Column, an effect created partly by the greater viewing

space available but even more so by the expression of celebratio rather

rharr of historia or narratio. Maximus of Tyre, rhetor and philosophe in

rhe reign of the Antonine emperors. wrote:

The narration of these things, through the assistance of memory, pre-
serves the human race, . guards its virtues, and makes its actrons rm-
mortal through renown. In short, historical narrations are to the
hearer nrost delightful with respect to pleasure, and to the spectator with
rcspect to recollection. but at the same timc we must say, Your har-
mony, O historians, is beautiful and most alluring, but a worthy soul
dcsires something else. For what is there venerable in the record of
ancient evils to him who has not yet learned how these things are to
avoided? For if historians, distinguishing things worthy from such as are
basc, concealed some and rclated others, the soul would be benefitted by
thc imitation of historical transactions in the same manner as thc eye bv
the imitation of painting.' '

The detached ceremonial scenes rather than the synoptic tableau

dominate the helical composition of the Aurelian Column and enrpha-

s ize the v i r tue of  the emperor  in  i ts  purest  s tate of  being.  T ied to-

gether vertically, such scenes effectively disconnected the Imperial im-

agery from the helical course of putative history and quickly led the

viewer upward to the gilded statue of Marcus Aurelius at the top. But

for those who could not or would not look so far, the entire program

of the Aurelian Column was summed up at eye level in the relief at

the base ( f ig .  l .Z) .There,  barbar ians knel t  in  submiss ion to the em-

peror. In a manner of thinking, the isolated panels of the codex had

replaced the dynamic flow of the roll.

In retrospect the helical relief of the Column of Trajan embodies

three distinct, but interrelated codes of varying degrees of narrativity:

the annalistir, the iconic, and the imagistic. The annalistic code informs

the helix as a primary whole, providing the ostensible documentary

proof of the successful actions of the Dacian Wars. The helical mode

of presentation and the extraordinary amount of factual detail, which

transcend the l imits of immediate visual perception, offer viewers a

generalized concept of the whole both at the time of f irst sight and

I I 5
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subsequently, when they reflect on this glorious episode of Roman
arms and the emperor who brought them to victory. The iconic code

shapes the ceremonial structure through individual scenes (as recog-
nized by Lehmann-Hartleben), whereby Trajan's powerful effect on
affairs is manifested in comprehensible, framed patterns, constantly
repeated to enhance their reception. It is this system of codification by
scene that so dominates the visual structure of the Aurelian Column.
The imagistic code relies on the tableau as the principal form of im-
mediate visual communicat ion. creat ing a ser ies of shi f t ing uisiorres
that convey the illusion of historical continuity and satisfy the need for
proof without losing sight of Trajan as the dramatis persotta.oJ

The artist who invented Trajan's Column integrated these three
systems or codes to an unusual degree. Historical reality thus per-
servered as a factual resonance in viewers minds, the iconic scene fo-
cused their attention, and the tableau gave them something to look at
that made visual sense.'3 For these reasons the Column of Trajan can
legitimately assert its claim as the classic example of Roman narrative
art; incorporating elements of narration that offered immediate as well
as extended gratification, ir is coherent in detail and in its thematic
formulations, all governed by a heroic central character who never

disappears from view or from the consciousness of viewers.
This singular achievement in Roman narrative art provided an abre-

active model for its successors, when values changed. As we have seen
in considering the panels from the Severan Arch in the Forum (pl. :.+;
f ig.  : .6),  each panel is read internal ly from the bottom up, whi le the
four panels together are read sequentially from left to right on each fa-
cade from the Forum to the capitol side of the arch. This fractured
system of narrative discourse completes itself in the highly ceremonial
concluding address of Septimius to his troops beside the Parthian capi-
tal in the fourth panel.'n The two faces of the arch are bound together
in temporal sequence, but weakly,  by the passage of the synopt ic nar-
rative contained in the panels. This narrative substance has been rein-
forced by the presence ofthe Four Seasons in the adjacent spandrels of
the central bay (p1. 3.4), as the seasonal cycle moves from Winter be-
side panel I to the rich harvest of Autumn next to panel IV,
symbolizing the successful conclusion of the Parthian War.n' Despite
the consistent, if abbreviated, narrativity of the panels, their historical
content has been devalued by their allegorical mode, supportive of an
extended image of cosmic security. The very concept of ;felicitas
temporum appears to emerge from Imperial victory, when nnder-
stood as a sign of divine favor, but like the cycle of the Seasons it has
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ncither beginning nor end. The narrat ive program of the Severan
.\rch equivocates between annalistic and iconic codes as the preferred
vchicle for the exaltat ion of the enperor,  the hero in and beyond his-
rr)r\'. Yet it moves decisively toward an atemporal form of reference
lhat eventual ly deprives narrat ive not only of i ts pr imacy but of i ts in-
tcrnal coherency as wel l .

On the contemporary tetrafrontal Arch of Septimius Severus in
Lcptis Magna in Libya there were several registrated, crowded, quasi-
n.lrrative reliefs, some of which vaguely resemble the siege scenes in
thc panels of his Roman arch.'o However, these reliefs were not
placed on the facades but rather on the inside of the piers, where de-
spite their ready access to the viewer their ancillary position indicates
thc reduced status of the narrative in the ensemble. Indeed, their very
locat ion impl ies their  reduct ion to the role oI predel le,  conrplenrent ine
rhe major sculptural program on the exterior, and suggests the inferi-
ority of their history. Coins of Septimius that proclaim him Fundator
Pacis,  Pacator Orbis,  Rector Orbis,  and Rest i tutor Urbis support  this
vierv.

The most thorough-going attempt to assimilate the tradition of the
historiated column to the format of the triumphal arch was under-
taken in the design of the domed tetrapylon erected in honor of Gal-
er ius at Salonika short ly after 3oo (f ig.  1.8).  This monumenr has
undergone close study in recent years with much disagreement about
the representative and descriptive quality of its reliefs in the conrexr of
Galer ius's Persian Wars, an issue compl icated by the loss of two of the
original four piers." Despite the regularity of the registrated frieze as
a framing device for the reliefs and its application to all four sides of
each pier, the attempt fails to achieve either the narrative coherency of
the helix-which after all has no sides, no conlers-or the icono-
graphic balance of the paneled facade, largely because of the overbur-
den of messages and the confusion of narrative codes.

Historically derived topics and conceptualized rituals of state are in-
terwoven throughout, competing for attention, while the multiple
points of entry into the tetrapylon offer, perhaps, roo many immedi-
ate options to the viewer. The Galerian Arch with its insistent regis-
tration lacks those visual accents that focus attention, and thus the dis-
tinctions between externalized fact and the ideal reality, presented in
the rel iefs ( f ig.  : .8),  are blurred. Unl ike the panels in the Severan Arch
in Leptis, here the registers are everything; unlike the columns with
their helical motion and vertical axes, here the registers are discretely
defined, bound laterally by the edges of the piers, separating one side
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tiom another, and by their horizontal frames of stone moldings,
u'hich inhibit the vertical extension of the themes from one register to
.tnother.

Yet it is the thematic nature of the Galerian scheme that has come to
be regarded as the organizing principle of the entire program, Gal-
crius's victories over the Persians having been used as an opportunity
to glorify him, his Imperial colleagues, and the awesome authority of
his office. Recent reconstructions of the program have suggested that
historical paraphrase and hierarchical imagery alternated on the differ-
enr faces of the standing piers, marked by some degree of enrphasis
upon the major avenue of approach, leading to the Imperiai palace to
the southwest.es Yet, it is not only the registrated composition of the
Galerian Arch with its false illusion of lateral continuity, nor the mo-
notonous composition, nor the additive character of the work, nor the
confusing mixture of narrative codes and hierarchical modes that viti-
ate the integrity of the narrative, even in this attenuated form. The
tault lies, rather, in a strong disinterest in the narrative construct itself
and in the concomitant humanizing process of explanation. This phe-
nomenon is understandable in a regime that prized over all other pos-
srble attributes of the emperor the quality of everlasting power, un-
changing, transcending history.* Of course, i f  Galer ius himself  had
been intended as the prime viewer of the tetrapylon and its reliefs-an
audience of one-then the dominance of regality over reality would
be absolutely consistent with his majesty."' ' Such an interpretation of
events as symbols of divine authority is a reflex of the panegyric, that
speech of unmitigated praise delivered before rulers of the late Roman
Empire:

In late Roman pancgyrics, events wcre not necessarily narratcd in detail,
but could be explicitly or implicitly passed ovcr to make room for de-
script ions of statcs of af-fairs and of imperial act ions in terms of pageants
and ceremonies. Instead of hearing of historical facts, the audicnce heard
of facts as symbols and as tokens of imperial majesty. .  Ir  was a pane-
gyric commonplace to say that the cmperor's achievements were too
great and too numerous to be narrated in detai l .""

In effect the Arch of Galerius at Salonika is an example of bricolage,
constructed out of the repertory of Imperial images. Despite appear-
ances the Arch of Constant ine in Rome (f ig : .9) is not.  The lat ter
monument,  commemorat ing the new emperor 's victory over Max-
ent ius at the Batt le of the Mi lv ian Bridge in 3lz,  was dedicated three
years later. rr'}2 The arch celebrates Constantine's victory in his per-

r r9
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rnediat ing role as cont inuator of the old, glor ious order of Rome and
as generator of the new order under divine providence. r'" Accord-
ingly, the program of the arch takes on a strongly historical cast of
grandiose impl icat ions, because among other things i t  contains both
analeptic and proleptic elements of narrative. "' '

The course of events leading to Constantine's victory has been reca-
pitulated in the narrow ribbon of registrated narrative that begins or-r
the northwest corner (CI) and fil ls the fiieze on the west side with
scerles of his departure from Milan. The frieze continues on the south
facade, first with the successful siege of Verona (Cz), followed by the
defeat of Maxentius at the Milvian Bridge (C3), and finally marks the
trir-rmphant entry of Constantine into Rome (C+) on the east end. This
r larrat ive r ibbon enwraps the whole arch, unl ike previous examples,
in a manner reminiscent of Roman mythological  sarcophagi (pls.

4.3-4.5).  The fr ieze eventual ly represents the complet ion of this his-
tor ical  process in the two stat ic registers on the north facade of the
arch, which faces Rome: these reliefs show the emperor Constantine
in glory, addressing the Roman citizenry from the rostrums in the Fo-
rum (C5) and, again centrally placed, in the act of distributing his lar-
gess to the Roman needy (C6). Unlike the continuous rightward
movenlent of segmentS I-4, which present the act ions of the victor i-
ous campaign, the f inal  segments (C5 and C6) mark the culminat ion
of the story in set pieces that develop a highly ordered image of stat ic
rlajesty quite beyond the boundaries of time, even if they once did
happen. Therefore, the narrative portion of the frieze takes the form
of a prologue, which comes to a full stop in the two iconic composi-
tions on the north. These formal motifs of adlocutio/ordtio (CS) and
largitio (C6) find their justification in what has gone before, as seen by
the viewer; as icons, they are unbounded, thus proleptically assuring
the positive coLlrse of events in a state of perenniai well-being. The
static, permanent character of these two motifs, then, symbolizes both
the ceremonial conclusion of the narrative course and the establish-
ment of a prosperous future under Constantine.

But the Constantinian Arch also incorporates an analeptic mode of
narration through the physical incorporation of pieces taken from
early Imperial monuments or from references in its own design. Con-
stantine permanently "borrowed" a number of reliefs and statues from
a triumphal monument of Trajan, eight tondi from a Hadrianic hunt-
ing monument celebrating his uirtus, and eight panels from a lost tri-
umphal arch of Marcus Aurel ius ( f ig.  : .C).  This act does not seem
to have been the product of artistic decline nor of stylistic insensitiv-
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ity but rather of a deliberate program of historical reconstruction
whereby the old became new, and the past the present.r"5

Trajan, Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius, and even Septimius Severus
(through design) were considered the great emperors of the recent
past, prior to the turbulence of the third century. In consolidating this
reuse of the past, the original Imperial heads on the borrowed reliefs
were replaced by Constantine's own portrait with but few exceptions.
Thus Constantine made their past fti-r. These portions of older nlonu-
ments came from Rome itself and rvere probably well known, and the
very process of assimilation must have been public knowledge. The
resulting associations, deliberate acts of rejuvenation, expressed an es-
pecial ly posi t ive, i f  anachronist ic,  reconstruct ion of Roman history.

In the central passageway of the arch, two sections o[a Trajanic re-
lief were hung with replacement portraits: a martial theme on the left
(facing north) under the legend Liberatori (Jrbis, paraphrasing scenes
Cr-3 of the external Constantinian frieze; on the right side, the en-
trance of Constantine (n6 Trajan) into Rome appeared under the in-
scriptiorr Fundator Pacis. The latter conceit complements the Con-
stantinian frieze on the east end (Ca), which describes more explicitly
the same event. Many similar correspondences exist between the Con-
stantinian friezes on the facades and the reconditioned Hadrianic tondi
just above them, and finally with the remodeled Aurelian panels in the
attic. These vertically expressed relationships-stronger on the north
side because of the greater weight of symbolic forms-rely on the de-
vices of incorporat ion by analogy and of typological  rei terat ions, a
principle of organization first developed withir-r the unified, unitary
t ime frame of Trajan's Column.

This deliberate reuse of the past, whereby that past in the form of
recognizable spolia is brought into the present so that it may become
the foundation of future progress, collapses tenrporal distinctions. "'n
Within the Constantinian context, therefore, Roman Inperial history
has been fully redesigned, reformed, so that its perennial qualities are
fulfil led in Constantine. On the east end of the arch the narrative
comes to the end of the new beginning with his triumphant entry into
Rome and into supreme power. Above this frieze hovers a Con-
stant inian tondo, emulat ing the Hadrianic tondi on the facades. I t
presents the figure of Apollo/Helios, rising over the sea in his golden
chariot, holding the orb of the sun in his hand, a symbol of world do-
minion. Surely this image represents the dawn of a new era, s ince the
descending Luna appears in the corresponding tondo on the west end,
symbol iz ing Maxent ius's fal l .  Nor is this surpr is ing, when Con-
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stantine adopted the imagery of Sol Invictus as his own, confirmed by

the epithet applied to him by the panegyricist, "oriens imperator."1"7

Deliberate acts of choice, then, govern the location of this Solar

tondo on the east, where the Sun rises, and one is reminded of Tra-
jan 's  in i t ia l  appearance,  fac ing east  on h is  column (p l t .  : . t ,  3 .2;  f ig .

3. r ) .  By th is  device,  the unknown designer  of  Constant ine 's  Arch has

strengthened his programmatic concept that all before was prologue,

as the old completed itself in the new. But he has also made a riddle

out of his mixture of past, present, and future, best appreciated by

those who know before they see, who apply hermeneutics to their

task of reconstructing narrative out of disparate pieces.

We ought in some sort to imitate the bees; andjust as they in thcrr wan-
derings to and fro, sip the flowers, thcn arrange their spoil and distribute
among the combs so I too shall put into writ ing all that I have ac-
quired in the various coursc of my reading, to reduce it thereby to order
and to give it coherence. For not only does arrangement help thc mem-
ory, but the actual process of arrangement, accompanied by a kind of
mental fermentation which serves to season the whole, blends the di-
verse extracts to make a singlc flavor; with the result that, even if the
sources are evident, what we get in the end is sti l l  something clearly dif-
ferent from those known sources.r"8
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